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Hamburg Open Online University, new projects will be 
accessible and linked beyond Hamburg, through which 
international cooperation may arise. All of these possibi-
lities are currently discussed and offer starting points to 
anyone interested in participation.

The Interdisciplinary Bachelor Project is an important 
component in the concept of inquiry-based learning at 
the TUHH, and is attracting attention and recognition 
far beyond the boundaries of Hamburg. I’m looking 
forward to taking the next steps together.

Almost 100 first-year students applied to participate 
in the voluntary “Interdisciplinary Bachelor Project” 
2014/2015 at TUHH. This highlights the outstanding  
motivation of our students when beginning their aca-
demic career. Organising themselves in teams right at 
the start, they experience working as engineers which 
includes both responsibility and fun. In 2014/15, par-
ticipating students were offered three different topics 
to choose from. Topics were related to the TUHH’s 
competency fields “Green Technologies”, “Life Science 
Technologies”, and “Aviation and Maritime Systems”. 
With great effort and enthusiasm, students developed 
and constructed wind turbines, airship propulsion sys-
tems, and photobioreactors.

The Centre for Teaching and Learning (ZLL) and the  
students’ workshop have jointly offered the Interdiscip-
linary Bachelor Project since 2012. The current develop-
ments at the TUHH promise an interesting outlook for 
the future. The new TUHH-Fablab offers additional 
production- and development opportunities. With the 

WELCOME

Prof. Dr. Sönke Knutzen
Vice President for Teaching and Learning
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MISSION STATEMENT FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING AT THE TUHH 

Engineering Education to meet the societal demands of the 21st century 

„In our programmes, students develop the required capabilities to meet the demands of a changing 
society. This entails, besides profound expert knowledge and interdisciplinarity, social competences,  
such as the capacity for teamwork, networking skills, communication skills, and the ability of acting 
autonomously.“
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THE INTERDISCIPLINARY 
BACHELOR PROJECT

The Interdisciplinary Bachelor Project, offered to 
first-year students by the Centre for Teaching and 
Learning (ZLL), gives the participants the oppor-
tunity to work on challenging tasks. Due to their 
complexity, the assignments require interdisciplinary 
collaboration between students in a team.

Furthermore, participating students establish cont-
acts to institutes and employees within the TUHH. 
They gain insight in practical applications relevant to 
their study programme, and they have the oppor-
tunity to build interdisciplinary networks. The project 
aims to foster students’ identification with the TUHH 
and their fields of study, and may further enhance 
their motivation.

The Interdisciplinary Bachelor Project is developed in 
accordance with the Mission Statement for Teaching 
and Learning at the TUHH.
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The Interdisciplinary Bachelor Project offer students the 
opportunity to act as engineers in a realistic scenario.  

From the student’s perspective, the aims of the project 
are:

• to enhance motivation
• to be introduced to common working methods in 

engineering (project work, teamwork)
• to obtain an initial orientation in their respective  

fields of study
• to combine theory and practice 
• to network with students of other disciplines
• to familiarise with employees and facilities of the 

TUHH.

OBJECTIVES OF THE INTERDISCIPLI-
NARY BACHELOR PROJECT
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» Green Technologies« 
Design and construction  
of a wind turbine for urban  
environments

» Aviation and Maritime Systems« 
Design and construction of  
an airship propulsion system

THREE COMPETENCY FIELDS OF THE TUHH – THREE PROJECTS IN 2014/15

» Life Science Technologies«  
Design and construction  
of a photobioreactor for  
algae cultivation
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PROJECT SCHEDULE

REFLECTION PHASEIMPLEMENTATION PHASESTART AND CONCEPT PHASE

 • Evaluation
 • Further development 
of ideas

 • Procurement of materials
 • Practical work in the »students’ workshop«
 • Creation and testing of prototype
 • Change of concept if necessary

 • Inputs (team building, project management, 
construction methodology)
 • Meet and greet of institutes and workshops
 • Concept development

Continuous team meetings (students’ own responsibility) 
Expert monitoring by team of experts

Feedback 
Meeting

Final  
Presentation

Interim  
Presentation

Concept 
Presentation

Launch event
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PROJECT CONCEPT

The framework of the project consists of a realistic 
scenario. For instance, the students work as a develop-
ment team for a fictitious company. This professional 
context serves as a first confrontation with the working 
environment of an engineer. Competition between 
multiple teams functions as additional motivation factor 
for the students.

Students accomplish these complex assignments in 
teams. Yet, it is assured that the task is feasible; students 
are challenged, but not overwhelmed. This includes that 
the students, on the basis of their own knowledge, can 
choose which technical approach they adopt.

Over the entire course of the project, students can seek 
advice of colleagues of the involved institutes in regard 
to technical questions. When applicable, students are 
encouraged to communicate with them directly.

All stages of a typical project life cycle are addressed, 
from the conception of the technical solution to the 
practical implementation. During the starting phase, 
interactive input sessions are held with regard to inter-
disciplinary topics. The students are largely responsible 
for the organisation of the subsequent weekly team 
meetings. ZLL staff and student tutors accompany the 
students in their meetings.

The project runs adjacent to other lectures over the 
course of at least one semester. As a consequence, 
students have sufficient time to develop and implement 
their ideas. Previously set milestones give a clear struc-
ture to the project. On given dates, the teams present 
their current work progress, and in return receive expert 
advice and feedback. As part of the interim presentati-
on, the teams present their solutions to one another and 
exchange ideas. Lastly, at the final event, the prototype 
is presented and defended in front of a jury. 
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THE SUPERVISION TEAM

The project is conceptualized, coordinated, and evalua-
ted by the Centre for Teaching and Learning (ZLL). The 
project is supervised and organised by staff of different 
institutes, which follow a team-teaching approach. They 
determine whether other experts are needed.

The supervision team has the following responsibilities:

• to design the project assignment, 
• to ensure the feasibility of the project, and
• to offer professional expertise upon request.

Student tutors support the teams throughout the  
process.
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IMPRESSIONS
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROJECT

The Centre for Teaching and Learning (ZLL) intro-
duced the voluntary Interdisciplinary Bachelor Project 
in 2012/13. Offered to all first-year students, it focuses 
on those students who enjoy the challenge of complex 
assignments and want to obtain practical experiences. 
Since its launch, the Interdisciplinary Bachelor Project  
has continuously developed.

While in the first two years of the project, students were 
offered only one assignment (design and construction 
of an airship propulsion system), by 2014/15, students 
are able to choose between assignments from the three 
different competency fields of the TUHH:
• “ Green Technologies” 

Design and construction of a wind turbine for urban 
environments

•  “ Life Science Technologies” 
Design and construction of a photobioreactor for 
algae cultivation

•  “ Aviation and Maritime Systems” 
Design and construction of an airship propulsion 
system

This variety is also reflected in the number of students’ 
applications: While in 2012/13 there were 24 applica-
tions that number rose to 92 in 2014/15.

Furthermore, the commitment of former participants of 
the Interdisciplinary Bachelor Project exceeds all expec-
tations: In 2014/15, the study programme Mechanical 
Engineering has incorporated the “airship propulsion 
system” assignment for its new “Team Project” with six 
credit points. Especially the cooperation of former parti-
cipants of the Interdisciplinary Bachelor Project with the 
tutors of the “Team Project” was very successful. 

The foundation of the students’ group “Aviate” at 
the TUHH and its participation in Germany-wide fairs 
exceeds the hope for a sustainable effect by far.
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FUTURE IDEAS FOR THE INTERDISCIPLINARY BACHELOR PROJECT

Hamburg Open 
Online University 

(HOOU)

Assignments with  
reference to current  
research topics at  

the TUHH

Development of  
new types of  
assignments

Cooperation with  
other universities  

in Hamburg

Founding of new  
students’ groups
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STUDENTS’ WORKSHOP AT TUHH

Since its launch in 2012, the Students’ Workshop has 
become a vibrant place for interdisciplinary team-
work and networking at the TUHH. On the initiative 
of the current workshop manager Hartmut Gieseler, 
the workshop was funded by a federal grant entitled 
„Quality Pact for Teaching“. 

In the workshop, students work self-directed on their 
own projects with opportunities to seek competent 
assistance. Besides working on their own, the primary 
focus is on realising team projects. The workshop is 
open to all students of the TUHH, and also intensi-
vely frequented by various study associations of the 
TUHH.

The workshop consists of different rooms equipped 
with a variety of tools, which provides hands-on 
experiences. In more detail, the machine area features 
drills, saws, milling machines and lathes. In addition, 
there is a wood and metal workshop, an electronic  
workshop, as well as a PC room. The workshop 
manager assists teaching staff and students in their 
projects. 

With its spaces for group work and presentations, 
the workshop offers excellent conditions for group 
meetings, teamwork, as well as various teaching and 
learning scenarios, such as project-based learning. 
With theoretical and practical phases, the hands-on 
experiences increase students’ understanding of the 
underlying theoretical principles and get embedded in 
students’ memories. The students’ workshop is there-
fore increasingly used for innovative course concepts.
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Location:
Building N, Room 2.069 (Office)

Opening hours:
Mon-Thu 9 – 15 
Fri 9 - 13 
(Other times on request)

Contact:
Hartmut Gieseler 
Fon.: +49 40 42878 - 2072
Fax: +49 40 42878 - 4009
Mail: studierendenwerkstatt@tuhh.de
Web: www.tuhh.de/zll/ angebot/studierendenwerkstatt
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COMMENTS OF STUDENTS

»Doing something different.«

» I came home and programmed 
something for the project. Honestly, 
I wouldn’t even think of doing arith-
metic problems at night.«

» Working in the project felt like 
working for a hobby.«

» You don’t have to organise 
or plan anything (in compa-
rison to studying); you just 
do it.«

» When in a lecture, I often miss the 
practical aspects. It is not really obvi-
ous that you actually need that theory 
for something.«
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INTERESTED? 
JOIN US!

The Interdisciplinary Bachelor Project has shown to be 
an ideal project for beginning students. It is open to all 
first-year students and starts every year in autumn. The 
ZLL is looking for committed experts, who would like to 
be engaged in the development and implementation of 
the project in cooperation with the ZLL. This includes, 
for instance, regular monthly meetings. Above all, the 
major challenge is to define a suitable problem for the 
students to work on. Criteria for an appropriate project 
assignment include:

• a realistic scenario
• a multidisciplinary approach
• a challenging task
• offering various degrees of difficulty 
• produce interesting, presentable outcomes.

During the course of the project, the teams of experts 
organise individual meetings with the students and 
join the milestone events. Everyone who would like to 
contribute to the Interdisciplinary Bachelor Project is 
welcome.  
 

Please contact the following staff members of the ZLL:

Dipl.-Ing. Uta Riedel, Fon: 040 / 42878-3739
Dipl.-Ing. Siska Simon, Fon: 040 / 42878-4628
idp@tuhh.de

Further information: www.tuhh.de/zll/en/idp
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Prof. Dr.-Ing. Moustafa Abdel-Maksoud  Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. Garabed Antranikian  AStA  Prof. Dr.-Ing. Gerhard  
Bauch  Klaus Baumgart  Gregor Beckmann  Rüdiger Bendlin  Friederike von Bernstorff  Marlen Bredehöft   
Martina Brinkmann  Kerstin Brunk  Ronald Brunk  Nadine Bünning  Dr.-Ing. Gernod Deckelmann  Jasmine  
Ait-Djoudi  Dr. Dietmar Dunst  Johannes Eißing  Verena Enzner  Jonas Eymann  Student representatives  Ole  
Falkenberg  Prof. Dr.-Ing. Bodo Fiedler  Prof. Dr.-Ing. Heike Flämig  Daniel Fritsch  Herbert Garmatz  Walter  
Gast  Gabi Geringer  Dr. Joachim Gerth  Prof. Dr.-Ing. Carsten Gertz  Hartmut Gieseler  Philipp Glembin  Dieter 
Gödecke  Cathérine Grisar  Dr. Ralf Grote  Alina Gruhn  Dr. Rainer Grünheid  Lucas Hammer  Jonas Hannig  
Lennard Haskamp  Facility Management Team  Fabian Hielscher  Danny Hinz  igus GmbH  iTBH-Team  Hermann 
Jacobs  Jürgen Jessen  Anna Kaczmarek  Hanno Kallies  Prof. Dr.-Ing. Martin Kaltschmitt  Prof. Dr. Christian Kautz   
Prof. Dr. Sönke Knutzen  Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dieter Krause  Dr. Lothar Kreft  Matthias Kronauge  Prof. Dr.-Ing  
Kerstin Kuchta  Thomas Lüdemann  Prof. Dr.-Ing. Gerwald Lichtenberg  Marc Marahrens  Maja Meiser  Ole  
Meßerschmidt  Christoph Meyer  Herwig Meyer  Maciej Mühleisen  Caroline Otto  Wolf-Rüdiger Otto   
Kai Pester  Dr.-Ing. Marc-André Pick  Astrid Poelders  Stefanie Preuß  Ralena Racheva  Sebastian Reinecke   
Lars Reißmann  Kai Reymers  Dagmar Richter  Dr. Kai Rothe  Volker Rudat  Prof. Dr.-Ing. Michael Schlüter  
Markus Schorr  Dr. Wolfgang Schröder  Ralf Siemsglüß  Prof. Dr.-Ing. Irina Smirnova  Lilia Spörhase  Holger  
Steffan  Hendrik Stockhoff  Nicolai Szeliga  Team Media Technology  Michaela Theißen  Christine Tholen   
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Andreas Timm-Giel  Selin Üreten  Christian Viets  Prof. Dr.-Ing. Uwe Weltin  Dieter Wendelborg  
Jutta Katharina Werner  Prof. Dr. Herbert Werner  Olav Wilde  Anton Worobei  ZLL-Team

THANK YOU!
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Centre for Teaching and Learning (ZLL)

The Centre for Teaching and Learning (ZLL) aims at 
enhancing the quality of the student learning expe-
riences and at supporting faculty staff at TUHH in 
developing innovative processes for teaching and 
learning. In doing so, the ZLL is committed to creating 
good study conditions for the students at TUHH. 
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Hamburg University of Technology
Centre for Teaching and Learning (ZLL)
Am Schwarzenberg-Campus 3
21073 Hamburg
Germany
Fon: +49 40 42878-4233
Mail: zll@tu-harburg.de
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This project is funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research  
(ID: 01PL11047). The authors of this publication are liable for their content.  
The Quality Pact for Teaching of the Federal Government and the Länder is a  
programme for good study conditions at German institutions of higher education.


